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Preface

A framework is needed to guide climate system experts in providing quantitative information to
policy makers who wish to use climate change and climate damages as indicators for policy
decisions.  In particular, if policies regarding control of emissions are to be based in part on
climate damages, then practical methods for incorporating climate system relationships must be
developed.

In a May, 1997 Submission to the UNFCCC negotiations, Brazil proposed an innovative
method for incorporating climate relationships into policy decisions.  Part of the proposal was a
specific, simplified methodology for representing climate system processes; i.e., the relationship
between emissions and their effect on global temperature.  This paper follows up on the general
concept by proposing a generalized framework that can incorporate other models and methods
as well as the Brazil representation.  In order to develop appropriate methods and information,
climate system experts need guidance about what information is needed in what form.  A
theoretical framework for attribution of damages is presented here that is applicable to any
climate system model and damage function, including non-linear computer models.

This memo explains a proposed framework for computing the attribution of damages due to
greenhouse emissions from different sources.  It is intended for practical application to global
emission control policies.  It is offered for preliminary discussion and comment as a possible
approach that could unify and guide discussion with climate system experts.

DESCRIPTION

Climate system responses and associated damages generally extend over a long time after
emissions, so an important feature of a framework is to consider time-integrated damages with a
variable time preference (a policy user-supplied weighting function), such as a discount rate.
The framework provides for dividing the problem into several components:

1. A climate system model that predicts required climate change variables as a function of
emissions;

                                                
1 Prepared for UNFCCC Experts Meeting, Bonn, Germany, 28 May 2001.  This paper is an
update of several previous unpublished papers by the author dating from 1998-1999.  This
version incorporates a new normalization procedure reflecting discussions at the experts
meeting.
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2. A damage relationship that predicts (physical or economic) damages in the desired form
as a function of climate change, and

3. A policy method for allocating commitments as a function of damages attributable to
each party based on their emissions.

The framework culminates in a time-dependent valuation measure, the “marginal damage rate”,
which is used to value each unit of emissions of a particular greenhouse gas by any party.  This
factor varies by gas and by year.  This takes the place of ordinary GWP weightings, effectively
substituting a time-dependent GWP that may be based on damages rather than just radiative
forcing.2  Mathematical details are described in Attachment A.

One of the issues in attribution is the complication due to non-linearity.  Suppose one computes
either global climate change or its damages due to different sources of emissions.  As one
consequence of non-linearity, if one attempts to add up the increments due to each emission
source by itself, they generally will not add to the total due to all sources taken together.  Also,
the incremental effect of one source depends on the level of total emissions, so one party's
incremental effect depends on the actions of other parties and actions at different times in the
past and future.  On the other hand, there is no reasonable way to say that one party's emissions
during any one short period of time (say a year or so) should be counted differently from any
other party.  I.e., one has to count all emissions of a given type of gas equally during a year (or
other short interval).

One simple way to do that is to compute the marginal change in damages due to an additional
unit of emissions (above some base case) in any year.  This effectively provides a linearized
measure for valuing emissions during that year.  It also is directly applicable to policies based on
the internalization of external damages (i.e., under certain conditions it would be the optimal way
to compute an emission tax to achieve economic efficiency).  But the total valuation of all
emissions computed by that measure would not necessarily equal total damages.  Other choices
are possible and might be important where the computed measure (the marginal damage rate) is
to be treated in absolute terms, rather than simply as a relative weighting factor among parties.
For example, to insure that the sum of damages attributed to each source equals total damage,
one can normalize the marginal damage rate to guarantee this.  Another choice is to compute the
marginal change rate at several different levels of greenhouse gases or for several different
scenarios and average them.  (The latter also provides a way to reflect uncertainties about
scenarios.)  However, an important consideration is to maintain the proper relative weighting for
emissions at different times.  That problem is complicated by the fact that damages are
nonlinearly related to atmospheric concentrations, among other things, which depend on
cumulative emissions.  A normalization method was recommended at the experts meeting and is
implemented in Appendix A in a form consistent with the framework.

                                                
2 Several other authors have worked along similar lines for the GWP aspect, especially Hammitt et al. (1996);
see Footnotes 10 and 11.
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The framework provides a means for clearly dividing the analytical tasks among climate system
modelers, impact analysts, and policy makers or analysts.

Policy makers or analysts need to decide how impacts and emissions will be factored into the
decision process, what limitations to place on counting emissions (e.g., retroactive liability?), and
how impacts will be valued over time.  However, they do not have to decide all those issues in
advance of putting the climate modelers to work.  The main up-front decision is to decide on the
general type of measures of impacts needed in conjunction with identification of damage
functions.  For example, is it sufficient for policy purposes to measure physical damages, or is
economic evaluation of damages required?  (In any case a single of measure of valuation is
required for explicit, formulaic decision making.)  Is climate change per se` an adequate
surrogate for damages?

Impact analysts need to identify the key features of damage functions; in particular, they need to
specify up front for the climate modelers what measures of climate change are needed to
adequately characterize damages.  For example, is it sufficient to specify changes in global mean
temperature, sea level rise, and perhaps the rate of change of temperature?  Or do modelers
need to compute regional changes in temperature, precipitation, measures of climate variability,
etc.?  The quantitative product of impact analysts would be a set of marginal damage functions
(MDF) that specify how damages change with incremental changes in each global climate
variable.

The climate system modelers would be asked to compute a set of parametric functions, the
climate sensitivity factors (CSF), for each measure of global climate change needed and for
each type of emitted greenhouse gas of interest.  These functions depend on both the time of
emission and the (future) time at which the climate change is evaluated.  If necessary, based on
the discussion of non-linearity and uncertainty above, they may be asked to compute those
functions for a number of different baseline emissions scenarios and model parameter values.  A
concrete example is illustrated in Figure 1.

As shown in Appendix A, the three components fit together quantitatively into an overall scheme
for computing the incremental damage due to any party or other grouping of sources.  The main
result is computation of a set of valuation factors for emissions: the marginal change in integrated
damages due to a unit of emissions of each type of gas, specific to any point in time at which the
emissions occur.  Those marginal change factors depend jointly on the climate sensitivity factors,
marginal damage functions, and the specification of value-weighting preferences over time.
Finally, the total increment of damage attributed to any party or source is simply the linear
summation of all its emissions over time weighted by the appropriate marginal change factors.
The period of time over which emissions should be counted is also a policy decision.
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Forward Looking Constraints

A serious practical and policy problem results from the need to include forward looking
scenarios of emissions in the estimation of marginal damages.  This would be unnecessary in a
strictly linear functional dependence of damages on emissions.  Hence there is a question about
how sensitive the outcome is to different future emission scenarios.  Could a reasonable
approximation be obtained that does not require this forward look?

One approach, already included above in the discussion of uncertainties, is to take the weighted
average over an ensemble of future global total emission scenarios in computing the marginal
changes.  Note that an individual party's emissions do not matter for computing responsibility for
the marginal effect of past and current emissions, except as they contribute to the global total.

CLIMATE SENSITIVITY FACTOR: AN EXAMPLE

An example of computed climate sensitivity factors is illustrated in Figure 1 for CO2.  Figure 1
indicates that the effect on temperature of a pulse of emissions of 40 GTC (spread over 10
years around 1895) increases with time after emissions for about 75 years to a peak of about
0.11 deg. C, thereafter decreasing.3 4 The same pulse emitted around 1990 increases to a
smaller peak impact of about 0.07 deg. C after about 60 years.  However, due to atmospheric
decay, the earlier pulse will have declined in effect by then to less than that of the later pulse.
The differences between the two curves are due to the nonlinear (logarithmic) dependence of
radiative forcing on CO2 concentrations, which are increasing rapidly over time.  The
methodology is explained further in Attachment A.

There are important policy implications in the CSF sensitivity response for attribution of
responsibility for effects.  The response in Figure 1 is unique to CO2 and to the choice of
temperature as the measure of effects.  The policy implication depends further on how effects
(temperature change here) are valued over time and over what time period emissions are
counted.  For example, if all time periods were equal, the integrated effect due to the 1895
emissions would be greater than for the 1990 emissions, while an emphasis on future effects
during the 21st century would make 1990 emissions more important.  The effects at future times
beyond the emission period being evaluated also depend on emissions at future times due to the
nonlinearitiy of the response, so the CSF factors are scenario-dependent.

                                                
3 The pulse of 40 GTC is not just an incremental change relative to 1890 concentrations, which renders this
illustration quantitatively somewhat inaccurate.  However, it was necessary to use a large increment in order
to observe the change against the limited numerical accuracy retained in the model output.
4 The curves in Figure 1 were computed using a simplified climate model derived from the ICAM model and
hypothetical baseline emission profiles.  Qualitatively similar results are obtained with MAGICC and
standard (IPCC) emission profiles.
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In contrast to temperature, if climate damages were used as the measure of effects, the overall
damage factors might well be nonlinear in the opposite direction, with marginal damages
increasing with the time of emissions instead of decreasing as the CSF factor does in Figure 1.
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APPENDIX A

Mathematical Formulation of a Framework For Climate System Damage
Representation

A policy for allocating burdens might be based, in part, on global total damages, denoted for
year t by d(t).  Damages from emissions continue to occur over a long time after those
emissions.  Parties arguably will be concerned about integrated damages well into the future, but
with some form of time preference (e.g., discounting) relative to a present value at a suitable
time t*, represented by a weighting factor, w(t,t*).  Some parties also may be concerned about
past damages occurring before t* for reasons of equity.  We include this possibility and assume
that the weighting factor is adjusted to deal with this possibility; e.g., setting it equal to zero for
t<t* where past damages are to be ignored.  Thus, total integrated damages may be expressed
as:

   ∞

D(t*) = Σ w(t,t*)d(t) (A.1)
t’= -∞

(Integration is treated here as a summation over a discrete annual time index rather than an
integral to simplify the computation of attribution over time and because damages usually will be
computed for finite time intervals.)

We assume that global damages are related to a common set of n measures of global change in
year t, denoted by a vector G(t) = {g1, g2, ....,gn}.  The components of this vector may include
global mean temperature, rate of change of temperature, sea level rise, variability, extreme
events, and other global variables.  They also might include regional values of temperature,
precipitation and other variables.

Global changes are in turn related to emissions of m different types of greenhouse gases.
Emissions of gas (or other driving force) type k in year t by party i are denoted by Ek

i(t), or
collectively as the vector

Ei(t) = {E1
i(t),E2

i(t), ...Em
i(t)}.

Climate system science provides climate system relationships between global changes in the
year t and emissions by all parties in all relevant earlier years.  Those relationships usually are
expressed in terms of climate system models.  Simplified (reduced-form) models exist for
estimating global mean values, but more complete models may be necessary to represent
regional values that affect damages to regions or individual countries. We assume here that all
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damages can be represented in terms of the climate change vector G, which can in turn be
expressed as a set of (non-linear) functionals of emissions:5

               G(t) = F[E(t’),t]          t’<t

where t’ denotes any earlier year.  An important assumption here, which is valid for most
precursor gases, is that global changes depend only on the total greenhouse gas emissions by all
parties.  (That would not necessarily hold for short lifetime, regionally variable gases.)
However, those functional relationships are somewhat uncertain, so a more complete
formulation would be in terms of probability distributions for G that depend on emissions.  We
address the effect of uncertainties below.

Science and economics further must deal with the relationship of global damages to global
change, represented formally here by the function H:6

              d(t) = H[G(t)] = H[F[E(t’),t]]

Uncertainties in those relationships are much larger than in the climate system relationships.

Consider the marginal change in integrated damages to party i due to a change in emissions of
any type (but assumed to be independent of emitting party) in year t”, which we formally
represent as:

∂Di (t*)

∂E k (t")
=  ( , *)

t

w t t
∞

=−∞
∑ [ ( )]

( ")k

H t
E t

∂
∂

G
≡ Mk(t*,t”) (A.2)

Note that under appropriate conditions the global marginal damage rate also might be the
optimal emission tax rate that would be indicated by a control approach based on internalization
of external damages.7

Those marginal changes generally may be functionals of all the years in which emissions of any
greenhouse gas contributes significantly to integrated damages.  Since the choice of weighting
factors w(t,t*) is a policy consideration subject to negotiation, the task of scientists and
economists is to supply the curves represented by the functionals
∂Ηi[F[E(t’),t]]/∂Ek(t”)≡DSF[t], which we term as damage sensitivity factors (DSF).

                                                
5  The functional relationship, as distinguished from a simple function, means that the value of G at any time
t depends on a series of values of emissions in different years t’.
6 Current damages may also depend on cumulative effects of global changes over time, which could be
represented by a functional. For simplicity we represent them here as functions of the immediate global
changes, but this could easily be generalized.  In any case, the composite relationship of damages to
emissions would be a functional of emissions.
7 In economic theory,  one condition for optimality usually is that the marginal rate is computed for the level
of emissions at which marginal damages equal marginal costs of control.
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It is convenient to further decompose the DSF factors as follows:
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where we define the climate sensitivity factor (CSF) as
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and the marginal global damage functions (MDF) as:

MDFj(t) 
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CSFjk(t,t”) is the marginal change in climate change variable j in year t with respect to changes in
emissions of type k in year t”.  This family of functions is what climate system scientists should
be asked to provide to policy makers  (based on their knowledge or ability to estimate the
underlying global change function G(t) = F[E(t’),t]).   It can be computed from models, but due
to non-linearities it will necessarily be a scenario dependent answer.  In principle, economists
and impact scientists should supply the marginal damage functions MDFj(t).  For example,
Nordhaus and Yang have developed regional damage functions as part of the RICE model.8

(This citation is not to be construed as an endorsement of those damage functions.)  More
generally, it is not clear whether the current state of knowledge is adequate to develop such
functions in a scientifically satisfactory manner.

Attribution of Damages

The marginal change rate in Eq. (A.2) gives the tangent to a non-linear curve of damage as
emissions increase.  For a small change ∆Ek(t”) from the actual emission path involving only
emission type k during year t” alone, a good approximation to the change in damages is the
product ∆D(t*) =∆Ek(t”)Mk(t*,t”).  However, for purposes of attribution, the increments due to
any one party are not necessarily small and increments due to all parties need to be considered.
That simple relationship will not necessarily be accurate for a non-linear system.  However, for
fairness all parties have to be treated equally.  It would not be fair to compute the effect of one
party’s emission after first computing the effect of other parties’ emissions (the ordering issue).
Also, for practical policy applications one needs a method for attributing emissions that is simple
and scalable, and arguably also additive.  Hence, we propose the approximation that all units of

                                                
8 Nordhaus, W.D. and Z. Yang, “A Regional Dynamic General-Equilibrium Model of Alternative Climate-
change Strategies,” American Economic Review, Vol. 86, No. 4, September 1996, p. 741-65.
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emissions of type k during year t” are counted linearly and additively at a rate proportional to
the marginal damage rate.   Introducing the constant of proportionality ηo, the amount of
damages attributed to party i’s emission of gas type k is then just ηoEi

k(t”)Mk(t*,t”).  Then
overall damages can be balanced if

( ) ( )
"

( *)

" *, "
o

k k
i

i k t

D t

E t M t t
η ∞

=−∞

=

∑ ∑ ∑
(A.4)

In the discussion at the experts meeting the criterion was suggested that damages attributed
linearly should be adjusted by normalizing to insure that the sum of increments due to all parties
should equal the damages or other climate indicator of interest computed correctly from the full
nonlinear relationship applied to the actual emission total.   Furthermore, this balance should
apply to damages over shorter intervals of time, not just the overall time-integrated total
damages.  Enting and Law suggested normalizing of sub-relationships to insure additivity of
attribution, along with alternative formulae for computing the attribution, but their suggestions
appear to apply to radiative forcing rather than damages.9

If it were desired to assure additivity for only one time interval, one could readily modify
Equation (A.4) to apply to that time interval.  For example, policy makers hypothetically might
wish to have cumulative damages or cumulative temperature change up to the present time
balance.  However, it is less obvious how to assure that damage or some other climate indicator
is precisely additive during multiple time periods.  The reason is that our definition of attribution
inherently applies to time-integrated damages.  To extend that definition to compute damages at
any time, we need to step back one stage and define an appropriate time-disaggregated version
of attribution that is consistent with the time-integrated version.

First we define an attribution among the parties of damages d(t) at each year t:

( ) ( )
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where:
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9 Enting, I.G., and R.M. Law, “Characterizing Historical Responsibility for the Greenhouse Effect”, CSIRO, 25
May, 2001.
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and the normalization coefficient η(t) must satisfy the additivity condition:
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To be consistent with the original formulation of attribution in terms of time-integrated damage,
we assume that the attributions of annual damage in Eq. (A.5) are summed over time and
weighted by the time preference weighting factor w(t,t*) so that overall attribution is given by:

( )
( )

( ) ( )
"

( *) ( , *) ( ) ( , *) "
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t
k

i i ik
t t k t
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D t w t t d t w t t t E t
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  (A.8)

Comparing this equation with an attribution based on the original marginal change formulation in
Eq. (A.2), we see that the effect of annual normalization is to add the additional weighting factor
η(t) to the relationship.  The emission weighting factor for emissions of type k in year t”
effectively is given by the modified marginal change coefficient:

( ) ( )
( )
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*, " ( , *)
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H t
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=−∞

∂   =
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G% (A.9)

One way to view this modification is that it insures that in weighting damages at different time
periods, the exact non-linear damage estimate is used rather than a linear estimation that
deviates from it.  Thus the weighting can be viewed as more fair than the original formula for
marginal change in Eq. (A.2).

It should also be noted that the cumulative damage attribution through any particular time t is
preserved automatically for any weighting across years because it is preserved in each year,
provided the same weighting is applied to both the total damage and the linearly attributed
damages.

Counting Emissions

Eq. (A.9) provides the preferred way to weight emissions when counting all relevant emissions.
However, policy makers may want to consider emissions over whatever time interval--past,
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present or future--that is considered relevant for a particular policy application.  Since emissions
in the past will affect damages in the future, and damages may extend indefinitely into the future,
the potential period of consideration is infinite.  However, for policy purposes, one usually will
be interested in examining the impact only of particular years of emissions.   If the period for
considering emissions is truncated, then neither the real damages computed from those
emissions nor the linearized attributed damages will give the correct total damages.  If estimated
total damages are used to compute total damages and the attributed damages are computed
from a truncated set of emissions, it would be necessary to redefine the normalization process.

Computing the CSF Functions

The CSF functions can be readily computed from many reduced-form climate system models
by an impulse method, provided that emissions can be specified arbitrarily, that the relevant
greenhouse gases are treated, and that the relevant climate change measures are computed by
the model.  The model is first run for a particular scenario of total greenhouse gas emissions,
starting from a past historical period as necessary, and the climate change parameters G(t) are
computed.  Then additional runs are made in which a short pulse of emissions of one type of gas
is added in year t”, of total amount ∆Ek, and new values of G’(t) are computed.  The CSF
factor is given approximately by:

CSFjk(t,t”) ≅ [G’j(t)-Gj(t)]/[∆Ek] (A.10)

A series of such runs are required for each combination of emission year t” and each
greenhouse gas k of interest.  (Not every year is needed since the CSF factors will not vary
greatly from one emission year to the next.)  An example of CSF factors for two years for
global mean temperature change and CO2 emissions is shown in Figure 1.

Policy Applications

To apply the CSF factors in a policy application, first the time preference weightings for
damages must be specified.  Also, the damage factors must be specified from impact analysis.
Then the overall marginal changes can be computed from Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3):

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )*, " ( , *) , "k j jk

t j

M t t w t t t MDF t CSF t tη
∞

=−∞

= ∑ ∑%  (A.11)

Note that ratios of the M’s for different gases effectively constitute a new form of GWP index,
except that here the GWPs vary with the time of emission.  The arbitrary cut-off periods of
consideration for GWPs is replaced by the weighting factor w(t*,t’)η(t), and damages become
the objective measure rather than radiative forcing.  This should overcome some of the
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problems with conventional GWPs.  New formulations of GWPs with many of those properties
have previously been proposed by Hammitt et al. (1996) and by Kandlikar (1995).10,11

Uncertainties

There are uncertainties in the CSF factors due both to uncertainties in the climate change models
and in the base scenarios used to compute factors.  Not all emissions that contribute to total
damages are necessarily known or within the purview of the analysis, and the potential extension
to the infinite future is a complication.  However, for many purposes, a relative measure may
suffice and it is not immediately obvious how much those uncertainties will affect relative
measures.  Systematic sensitivity and uncertainty analysis on those issues is highly desirable.

One can handle climate system uncertainties in part by increasing the number of scenarios for
computation of the CSF factors to include the following: 1) a wide variation in baseline emission
scenarios; 2) variation in the key model parameters; and 3) use of different climate system
models.  If those scenarios are appropriately weighted to reflect expert judgement about their
probabilities, the weights can be used to produce weighted average CSF functions or even
probability distributions for the CSF functions. Furthermore, those could be combined with
probabilistic descriptions of the damage factors DFj(t) to produce overall probability
distributions or weighted average values for the emission weighting factors (normalized marginal
change factors) ( )*, "kM t t% .  Finally the impact of uncertainties in the weighting factors and

alternative measures of performance should be applied to attributions of responsibility among
parties based on prototypical historical emission inventories to see how the overall attributions
of responsibility are affected.

Model Considerations

It should be noted that the above methodology is not fundamentally limited to reduced form
models if more detailed models are required to compute regional climate change measures or
are believed to be more accurate.  The practical consideration is whether a full transient
AOGCM, perhaps coupled with a system of impact models, could be run enough times to
generate the full distribution of CSF factors.

                                                
10 Hammitt, J.K., A.K Jain, J.L. Adams, & D.J. Wuebbles, “A welfare-based index for assessing
environmental effects of greenhouse-gas emissions”, Nature 381, 301-303, 23 May 1996.
11 Kandlikar, M., “On the relative role of Greenhouse Gases in Abatement Policies”, Energy Policy, 23(10):
879-883, 1995; “Indices for Comparing Greenhouse Gas Emissions: Integrating Science and Economics”,
Carnegie Mellon University (date uncertain).
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Figure 1

Incremental Temperature Response to CO2 Emission Pulses
of 40 GTC in 1890 and 1995 
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